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Celebrity endorsement has become very popular element in the
advertisement nowadays. Corporate uses this opportunity to grab the
market and for expand their operation and promotion of their brand and
product. More than ten percent of television advertising includes
celebrity endorsements. The purpose of this research paper is to
explore customer perception towards celebrity endorsement. Nine
factors were manipulated in this research paper which is attractiveness,
trustworthiness, physical appearance, popularity, and
image/Goodwill, and reliability, negative role of celebrity, aspiration,
and brand for result. For that 100 graduates and post graduate students
from Amritsar (Punjab) were taken. Result shows that attractiveness of
a celebrity endorsing a particular product/brand strongly influence a
customer perception and impact of product and brand are more
positive on the customer buying decision compare to celebrity
endorsement. So celebrities' professional accomplishments and
expertise may serve as a logical connection with the products, and
consequently make the endorsement more believable to consumers.
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Introduction
Nowadays marketing communication has become multicolored and
inundated with advertisements but it is hard to get noticed. It is not an
easy task for the designer of an advertisement campaign to frame
unique, eye catching and ground breaking advertisements. Technique
of brand endorsement by a Celebrity in an advertisement and its overall
impact on the brand is of great importance (Qurat-Ul-Ain Zafar, 2012).
Any individual who enjoys public recognition is Celerity and when he
uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it
in an advertisement he becomes celebrity endorser (McCracken, 1989)
and appealingly the prospective buyer of the particular product or
brand. Endorser's credibility is a frequently used approach in an
advertising to influence consumers' approach towards the
advertisement, product evaluation, and procure intentions (Lafferty &
Goldsmith, 1999).
Celebrities are people who enjoy public recognition by a large
share of a certain group of people whereas attributes like attractiveness
and their lifestyle are just examples and specific common
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characteristics cannot be observed though it can be said that
within a corresponding social group celebrities generally
differ from the social norm and enjoy a high degree of public
awareness (Schlecht, 2003). According to Business
Standard, 2003 this is actual for classic forms of celebrities
like actors (for example. Sharukh khan, Salman Khan,
Amitabh Bachhan), models (Kangana Ranaut, John
Abraham) Sports persons (for example. Sachin Tendulkar,
M.S Dhoni) entertainers (Barkha Dutt, Shekhar Suman) and
pop stars (Mika, Dailer Mehndi) but also for less obvious
groups like businessmen (Dirubhai Ambani) or politicians
(Laloo Prasad Yadav) Besides these there are fictional
celebrities like Fido dido, Pillsbury doughboy, Gattu, Amul
Girl. Celebrities appear in public in different ways and they
appear in public when fulfilling their profession e.g.
celebrities act as spokes people in advertising to promote
products and product brand (Kambitsis et al, 2002).
In the present picture, it is vital to understand that whether
there exist any significant cross cultural differences or
similarities in perceptions of consumers across different
countries along with consumers perception for celebrity
endorsement. Furthermore, as celebrities symbolize the
symbolic meanings and values that are closely attached to
the culture in which they have attained their recognition
(McCracken, 1989). Advertisers believe that messages
delivered by famous personalities achieve a high scale of
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interest and recall (Ohanian, 1991). It has also found that
more than ten percent of television ads include celebrity
endorsements, (Walker et al, 1992).
Celebrity can endorse any brand and product. But the
challenge is to choose a right celebrity for an exact
brand/product and also for a correct purpose. So, the
multinational companies keep altering their advertisement
strategies periodically. Due to vast competition in the
market it is very hard to get market share for capturing the
consumer's attention. Celebrity endorsement gives an extra
benefit to the companies for holding attention of audience
towards brand and the product (Mahira Rafique, 2012).
McCracken (1989) also suggests that to make celebrity
endorsement effectual a symbolic “match” should exist
between the celebrity image and the brand image. Studies
have proved that celebrities endorsing a company or a brand
can significantly enhance consumers' awareness. In addition
when a celebrity endorses a company it gives a message to
the consumer that the company is having good reputation
and a high-quality product/service.
Review of Literature
Twelve studies have been reviewed and formulated in
tabular form which enumerates major objectives and
findings.
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Research Methodology

Limitations of the study
1. The biasness of the respondents may affect the
result of the study so for as primary data is
concerned. Because of the biases of the respondents
the result of the study may not be the same for all the
cities and at all places.

Objective of the study
1. To study the customer perception and attitude
towards celebrity endorsement and factors that
influence purchase behavior of customer.
Sampling Design

2. The survey has been conducted in Punjab region
only. It may not reflect the public opinion at large.

These respondents were interviewed through a pretested,
well structured questionnaire which was administered
personally.

3. The sample size has been small n =100 which may
not reflect the broader picture.

Methods of Data Collection
The present study is mainly based on primary data collected
from 100 students from Guru Nanak Dev University. The
survey was conducted during the period of March 2015 to
April 2015.
Research Tools
Five point likert scale has been used for the said purpose
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. To find out
the customer perception and attitude towards celebrity
endorsement and factors that influence purchase behavior of
customer, Factor Analysis used for analyzing correlations
between variables factor analysis, which reduces their
number into fewer factors which explains much original
data more economically (Nargundkar, 2010).

4. Time and cost constraints.
Analysis
Explanatory factor analysis is used to identify the
underlying constructs and investigate relationships among
the key survey interval-scaled questions regarding
perception towards celebrity endorsement. To test the
suitability of data, reliability test has been conducted and
value of Cronbach's alpha comes out to be .725 which is
significant. The following steps have been conducted to
analyze the data. The correlation matrix is computed and
examined. It discloses that there are enough correlations to
go ahead with factor analysis.
Ÿ

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy is computed which is found to be .630. It
is indicated that the sample is good enough for
sampling.

Ÿ

The overall significance of correlation matrices is
tested with Bartlett Test of Sphericity (approx chi
square = 663.083 and significant at .000) provided
as well as support for validity of the factor analysis
of the data set.

3.5 Scope of the Study & Limitation
From the literature review, it can be summarized that not
much work has been done on celebrity endorsement in
Amritsar, Punjab. This study is a comprehensive because
there not much work has been done on this topic in Punjab
region. More than ten percent of television advertising
includes celebrity endorsements.

Hence, all these three standards indicate that the data is
suitable for factor analysis. Principal components analysis
is employed for extracting factors.
Rotation Method- Orthogonal rotation with Varimax was
applied. The latent root criterion is used for extraction of
factors. As per it, only the factors having latent roots or
Eigen values greater than one are considered significant. All
the factors with latent roots less than one are considered
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insignificant and disregarded.
There are only nine factors having Eigen values exceeding
one in our study. The percentage of total variance is used as
an index to determine how well the total factor solution
accounts for what the variables represent together. The
index for present solution equals 62.949 % of the total
variation. It is pretty good figure and we lost only 37 % of the
information content in our study.
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Criteria for the Significance of Factor Loadings
A factor loading represents the correlation between an
original variable and its factor. The criterion given by (Hair,
1995), where factor loading based on sample size is taken as
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the basis for decision about significant factor loading, was
adopted. For our sample 100 respondents, a factor loading of
.3 and above has been considered significant. All the 9
factors have been given appropriate names on the basis of
variables represented in each case.
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Discussion
The present paper makes an attempt to discuss the role of
celebrity endorsement in the promotion of product/service.
Celebrity endorsement has become very famous in present
scenario. Study contains discussion on certain specific
factors which are attractiveness 15.485 % the value of
significance indicates that attractiveness of a celebrity
endorsing a particular product/brand strongly influence a
consumer's buying decision. Trustworthiness is 8.859 %
Physical appearance 8.064 % does matter considerably as
every consumer get positively influenced towards external
presentation of any product/brand. Popularity 6.595 %
factor is an equally important factor reflecting customer's
buying actions as fame of a celebrity is certainly correlated
with brand/product recognition. Image/goodwill 5.916 % of
a celebrity endorsing a product appreciably relates to
product's image as any celebrity having positive image in the
society positively affects consumer's decision of buying the
same product and vice versa. Reliability 5.192 % is
generally measured as the most important dimension
underlying brand/product credibility and trustworthiness of
celebrity certainly brings retention of the product/brand.
Negative role of celebrity 4.731 % factor indicates impact of
mismatch between theme of a particular add and celebrity as
wrong combination brings lower sales and decreased brand
value. Aspiration 4.164 % factor reflects inspirational
impact on consumer's buying behavior of those celebrities
who have done remarkable and aspiring work for any
section of the society. Brand value 3.941 % factor reflects
products' falling under recognized and established brands
does not get influenced by celebrity endorsement to a great
extent. By considering the above mentioned factors the
researcher tried to reflect an overall impact of celebrity
endorsement on consumer buying behavior.
Conclusion
The purpose of this research paper was to study customer
perception towards celebrity endorsement and influence of
celebrity endorsement on customer buying behavior. Nine
factors emerged in the study were attractiveness,
trustworthiness, physical appearance, popularity,
image/goodwill, reliability, negative role of celebrity,
aspiration, and brand. As such, Celebrity Endorsement has
become a trend and perceived as a winning formula for
product marketing and brand building. Organizations use
this tool for grabbing the market or to expand their operation
or promotion of their brand and product. In India, advertisers
incur crores of rupees every year into celebrity advertising.
The research results match with the findings of (Speck et al,
1988) found that expert celebrities produced higher recall of
product information in comparison to non-expert and less
popular celebrities, even though the difference was not
statistically significant. Moreover, it has also been found
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that celebrities' professional accomplishments and expertise
may serve as a logical connection with the products and
accordingly make the endorsement more believable to
consumers (Till & Busler, 2000). The research results
confirmed the dimension of celebrity endorsement.
Findings shows that consumer buying behavior is positively
affected by brand/ Product as compare to celebrity
endorsement. Result shows that attractiveness of a celebrity
endorsing a particular product/brand strongly influence a
customer perception and impact of product and brand are
more positive on the customer buying decision compare to
celebrity endorsement. So celebrities' professional
accomplishments and expertise may serve as a logical
connection with the products, and consequently make the
endorsement more believable to consumers.
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